and

introduce

...next-generation Internet teamware that provides
the framework for patent searchers and their clients to
collaborate virtually, effectively, globally.
With the Patentstein Browser, the modern searcher
effortlessly captures, summarizes and allocates patent search
results found anywhere on the Web.
Searchers can work individually or collaboratively
together
toward
one
common
objective:
providing clients with the highest level of service,
in the most efficient manner possible.

THE NEED
Consistent with the public policy to promote the wide disemmination
of technical information, more and more patent search data is becoming
publicly available on the web. Therefore, it’s becoming more and
more difficult to justify the costs associated with accessing expensive
proprietary databases for which there’s a charge associated with every
transaction. The simple fact is that more and more technology managers
are performing their own patent searches. The Patentstein Browser
takes advantage of this continuing trend by providing the searcher and
technology manager with a tool pointing them to the latest publiclyavailable sources of technical data, as well as allowing them to access,

capture, edit, organize, and share this patent information in a re-useable
form. The Patentstein Browser -- an essential tool for the modern patent
info professional.

R ESEARCH + PATENTSTEIN = STORED EXPERTISE
Technology managers, executives and IT professionals will appreciate the
Patentstein Browser’s intuitive design, productivity and administrative
features: the Patentstein Browser leverages and integrates the best aspects
of the Microsoft suite while providing an extended feature set designed
for the information professional. The Patentstein Browser silently
captures and converts patent search results into technical expertise,
stored in a Project-Based Browsing (PBB) file that you can edit, store
and share.

R EAL -TIME DOCUMENT COLLABORATION
Many applications provide briefcase functionality designed for the
end-user. The Patentstein Browser takes this to a new level by enabling
you to selectively and securely share the results of your search over the
Web. And of course, your documents are always associated with the
appropriate project, where you, your colleagues and clients may securely
access them from anywhere, at any time.

POWERING YOUR VIRTUAL WORKGROUP
The Patentstein Browser’s collaborative elements extend beyond patents
and beyond browsing. Server-side chat rooms let you communicate
privately in real time with clients, partners and service providers alike.
Project Centrale organizes your collective research into summary and
statistical information. TrailTracker provides a means for others to follow
your search, by personalized tour, navigational history, or bookmarks,
arranged in the order you deem most efficient.

SECURE TEAMWARE
Peer-to-Peer solutions can be great for end-users, but are a nightmare to
administer. Server-side applications are easy to maintain but are often
inflexible from the users’ perspective. The Patentstein Browser leverages
the best of Peer-to-Peer and client/server architecture by giving users the
collaborative tools they need while providing centralized administration,
control and reporting. Our pioneering technology lets users work
together on both sides of the firewall, extending a virtual shield over
their data as they blaze trails through the net.
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PATENT SEARCHING
The Patentstein Browser comes loaded with
web links to online patent information and
other patent resources. More easily create
specific project files including keyword queries
that you can use to re-run your search at a
later date, to review changes in the state of the
art. Download updated search fi les from time
to time, to keep current with the latest online
sources. Save search results to prove Due
Diligence in case of litigation.

H ARDWARE R EQUIREMENTS
233 Mhz Pentium (or higher) is recommended
with at least 32MB RAM
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